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Other work in the apartments 
during the renovation 
You can start other renovation work 
in the apartment when BMG is 
done. Proof that BMG is finished is 
that the lock in the door is changed 
back again. 

 

Faulty electricity installations 

During the BMGs work period have 

their electricity worker full 

responsibility the total installation in 

the apartment and is required to 

disconnect a faulty installation or 

repair it. The extra work cost for the 

repairs done will be debited by 

Marskalken to the household. 
 

Meeting for status information 
about the plumbing renovation 
at 18.30 on April the 12th  
A status meeting  will be held on 

April the 12th . 

The meeting take place in the 

meeting room in JEV 42, as well as 

on Teams. If you have any specific 

question, please mail it to: 

boendefragor@marskalken2.se  or 

put it in the post box at JEV 42. 

 

Note:  – this meeting is not discuss 

specific apartments, handling of 

material choices and so on.  

The purpose is to give an overview 

of the total process, contract 

structure and roles before, during 

and after the project for the board, 

AFRY, BMG and the households. 

 

 

Inspection 

Current time plan for inspections in 

the apartments will be posted in the 

entrances. Households that want to 

give opinions on the work, please do 

so in a letter, placed in the kitchen . 

 

New mailadress to the board  

To simplify the mail handling 

regarding questions about the 

renovations is a new mail address 

created: 

boendefragor@marskalken2.se . 

Anyone unsure about the correct 

person to mail about an issue, 

please use this address and the mail 

will be forwarded. 
 

Spring Cleaning : 23 April  

A container will be places outside 

the house to give opportunity to 

clean out storages. 

A visit the shelter rooms in the cellar 

is planned for those interested.  
 

Contact and/or opinions 

The best way to reach the board is 

to mail:  info@marskalken2.se  
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